
Wear

protective

clothing.

Wear

sunglasses.

Arrive wearing my mask,

backpack and appropriate

outside clothes

Stand by distancing markers as I

walk into school

Go directly to my classroom,

hang up my coat, change shoes,

wash hands

Tell an adult how I am feeling

and let them take my temp

Tell my teacher if I have a home

lunch or need a school lunch

Regularly check

your skin for any

changes or anything

unusual. See a

doctor if needed.

Know your

own skin.

learn at my desk and only leave my work area when the

teacher says it is time

eat breakfast and lunch in my work area and clean up the

way my teacher shows me.

follow my teacher's directions when we have to leave the

classroom together for recess, outdoor learning time,or

bathroom breaks

stay apart from other people when I walk in line and

whenever I am waiting my turn

 follow a one-way walking pattern in the main building

follow an adult when I need to leave my class for any

special lessons. The teacher will sanitize that work area

before & after I am there. 

If I have to use the bathroom outside of class bathroom

breaks, someone will help me get to the bathroom and

back  

During the School Day
I WILL: 

A student's view

I will wear my mask all day at school. If it gets

wet, dirty or has other problems, I will tell my

teacher. I will not touch my mask when it is

on. 

I will have my own water bottle and my

teacher/another adult will help me fill it and

keep it clean. 

All of the things I use during learning will stay

with me in my work area. I will put them away

in the spot my teacher tells me before I go

home.  

I

 How I will take care of my things 

 

I will see staff wearing a lot of

different kinds of clothing.
Everyone will be wearing a mask

or shield with a mask, but
sometimes my teachers or other

adults at school will also wear a

yellow gown and gloves. I know

they are wearing those things to

help keep our school safe from a

virus.

Returning to 
in-person learning
at M.E. School 

Arrival If I d
on’t yet

have on my

mask, I 
will te

ll

an adult as soon

as possible. A
n

adult will give

me a mask to

wear.

I will follow an adult's

direction to be dismissed to

head to my transportation

home. I will stay apart from

others when I head home 

Dismissal 

I WILL:

What is a cohort?
I will not be with any other classes when

I am at school. I have only one main

class. Adults will probably call my class

a “cohort”.

 


